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I. I NTRODUCTION

III. S TRUCTURED P2P

The ever-growing amount of data made available through
the Internet requires powerful and highly scalable search
systems. Not only the mostly unstructured data but also the
increasing user expectations demand for sophisticated and flexible search primitives like keyword search or XPath. Academic
research on peer-to-peer networks has been mostly focused on
how to build such advanced primitives on top of the keyvalue-lookup primitive offered by Distributed Hash Tables
(DHTs) [2], [10]. While in most cases possible, this approach
often requires expertise in both distributed systems and information retrieval beyond the typical application developer.
Rendezvous search systems take a completely different
approach by separating the matching of queries and data
from the network communication. This not only allows to
use the same rendezvous search system unchanged for many
different search primitives, but also to easily integrate existing non-distributed implementations of search primitives. The
application developer provides the rendezvous search system
a data storage backend and a match function to determine
matching data from the backend for an incoming query and
the rendezvous search system takes care of the distribution of
data and queries in the distributed environment. In my talk I
want to give a short overview of the current state of the art of
rendezvous search systems.
The name rendezvous search system refers to the guarantee
that a query meets a copy of every data item in the system
eventually. How to fulfill this guarantee is up to the rendezvous
search system and√depends on the target environment, but typically requires O( n) copies of queries and data respectively.

Bit Zipper [11] is an add-on for DHTs which enables rendezvous search mechanisms on an existing DHT infrastructure.
Data and queries are distributed through a fractal tree. The
rendezvous guarantee is kept if the DHT routing is consistent.
Deetoo [3] takes a slightly different approach and maps the
grid on two DHT rings, one for the columns and one for the
rows. Every node in Deetoo participates in both rings.
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For even rougher environments, unstructured peer-to-peer
overlays can provide the necessary resilience. The unstructured
rendezvous search systems use tunable probabilistic success
guarantees, which are proven with combination of probability
theory and graph theory.
The rendezvous search system from Ferreira et al. [4]
uses random walks to distribute both queries and data on
an expander graph topology. BubbleStorm [12] instead uses
a form of constrained flooding and a random graph topology to improve performance and resilience. Hautakorpi and
Schultz [5] use an unstructured random walk approach on a
DHT topology and show how to incrementally deploy their
system on an existing DHT system.
SplitQuest [8] combines ideas from structured and unstructured rendezvous search systems by using a key-based routing
scheme on an unstructured topology. The first simulation
results are promising, but the system lacks the thorough
theoretical foundation of its siblings.
In unstructured rendezvous search systems it is non-trivial
to sustain the replica count of data and to execute consistent
updates. The replication mechanism [7] provides eventual
consistency and replica maintenance.

In very static environments like data centers Google’s approach [1] with a grid-like layout of nodes is very efficient and
easy to implement. A document is replicated on each node in
a random row and a query is evaluated against the data of all
nodes in a random column. This approach is inspired by the
grid protocol used in quorum systems.
For unpredictable workloads ROAR [9] uses a ring instead
of a grid. By putting data on ring sections and querying
equidistant nodes on the ring, the rendezvous guarantee is
fulfilled. The ring structure not only allows the dynamic
change of system size but also to dynamically adjust the
number of data or query replicas to optimize system traffic
or response times under changing workloads.

In summary, the rendezvous concept offers a wide range
of powerful and flexible solutions for future Internet search
systems. Even implementing a query language as sophisticated
as SQL on top of rendezvous search systems is feasible [6].
The rendezvous approach offers some similarities with keyvalue stores in the area of cloud computing. Both use a combination of partitioning and replication to improve scalability,
response times, and robustness, but rendezvous search systems
feature much more self-adaptivity to cope with unstable and
dynamic environments. It would be interesting to transfer some
of those sophisticated mechanisms from rendezvous search to
cloud storage.
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